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We need an Index A. S. A. P.
3 questions to clarify

- What do we want to measure?
- Why do we want to measure it?
- How do we want to measure it?
Operationalizing the Concept

Start with conceptualizing what we want to measure.

- **Concept**
- **Definition**
- **Indicator**
- **Measurement**

**WHAT...?**

Accounting for the information lost.

**WHY...?**

Operationalizing the concept.

**HOW...?**
Measure the Skills System performance

The **European Skills Index** (ESI) is Cedefop’s composite indicator measuring the performance of EU skills systems.

- European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training
  - Provide evidence for European vocational education and training (VET) policy (trends; challenges)
  - Forecast the demand and supply of skills

- A country’s ~ delivers enhanced skills to the population through compulsory education or post-compulsory education and training;
- Includes formal & informal E&T
What is the role of a Theoretical Framework?

- **Guides** the choices for...
  - pillars (or dimensions);
  - weights;
  - aggregation methods;
  - etc.
- Supports the **interpretation** of results
- Command “stakeholder respect”

In sum: help answer the What/Why/How questions
3 questions to clarify

What do we want to measure?
- SKILLS SYSTEM: multi-dimensional in nature; no obvious single indicator

Why do we want to measure it?
- A macro-level, comparative assessment of the skill system of Member States
- Originally: input to the autumn 2015 re-launch of the EUSP website
- Advocacy: naming (MSWI → ESI)

How do we want to measure it?
HOW? – Raise guiding questions

- Why is a country’s *skills system* important, what roles does it fulfill?
- What are the differences vis-à-vis closely related, established concepts? (= value added of a new index?)
  - i.e., Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC)
  - What is the difference between *skills* and *employment* systems?
- Skills system vs. human capital?
- Links between individual and societal levels?
- Focus on Persons (employees) vs. Businesses (employers)?
- What comprises ‘good’ performance, and how can it be measured?
- What kind of data to use? (consistent, internationally comparable)
- What countries & years to cover?
The ESI Theoretical Framework

A county’s skills system fulfills 3 Roles:

1. **providing an initial foundation** upon which individuals can continue to develop their skills

2. **delivering the skills** the country needs and/or is anticipated to need in the future (including re-skilling and up-skilling);

3. **matching**, as far as possible, individuals’ aspirations, interests, and abilities to the needs of employers.

➤ **3 Pillars**
The ESI Indicator Framework

capture different aspects of a phenomenon
How to fill a framework with indicators?

INDICATOR n
:
INDICATOR 3
INDICATOR 2
INDICATOR 1

INDICATOR 3
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Is the quality of our life improving?

- What defines the “quality of our life”?
- What do we consider “improvement” or “development”? 
The Concept behind the Framework

GDP

Human Development

Well-being

Human Development Index (UNDP)
- 4 indicators,
- 3 dimensions

Better Life Index (OECD)
- 50 indicators,
- 11 dimensions

Measure wealth (production) single measure (S. Kuznets)

Capabilities and choices: no single indicator! (A. Sen)

“There is more to life than the cold numbers of GDP and economic statistics”
Pillars & Sub-pillars: analytical building blocs

Global Innovation Index (WIPO, Cornell, INSEAD)
- 1 index
- 2 sub-indices
- 7 pillars
- 21 sub-pillars
- 82 indicators
What is the value added of aggregate indices?

i.e., what GDP does not show
In sum...
Developing a Conceptual Framework
Developing a Theoretical Framework

✓ Have a clear **definition** of the concept

✓ Identify the **sub-groups** of the multi-dimensional concept

✓ Set up the **selection criteria** for underlying indicators

✓ Take the time to **document** your choices...
Selecting Indicators
Selecting the ESI indicators

Criteria:
- Analytical soundness
- Measurability
- Country coverage
- Relevance

Iterative process
- Draft → Expert feedback → Meeting criteria...
  - i.e.: discard ambiguous ‘expenditure indicators’
The ESI Indicator Framework
Selecting the ESI indicators

Justifying the inclusion or exclusion of indicators

Table 1. The European Skills Index: Conceptual framework (right) and earlier working version (left).

Notes: Making Skills Work Index (left) was an earlier beta-version of the European Skills Index (right). Eleven indicators (in red, left table) were either removed or replaced with four indicators (in green, right table).

Source: European Commission, Joint Research Centre, 2018 (based on the European Skills Index report).
Populating the framework with indicators

An iterative process!

 reveals Conceptual framework
 reveals Statistical properties of the indicators

See sessions on Statistical Coherence

- does the correlation structure reflect the conceptual framework?
  - If not, would changing the specification of the indicator (i.e., denominator) make a difference?
  - Is data coverage acceptable? Is there another proxy with better coverage?
  - Are the latent dimension(s) confirming the conceptual structure?

How can we interpret the correlation or principal component analysis (PCA) outcomes in light of the conceptual framework?

- Often a reason to refine/rethink the indicator framework (consider indicator development as a learning process)
Populating the framework with indicators

...an iterative process!

Does it meet the expectation of experts, analysts, policy users?
  • Stakeholders’ acceptance is important

- Participatory development process
  • Helps articulate and refine different perspectives
  • Compromises & normative choices unavoidable
    => these should be well documented!
The Developer’s headache…

- Data (source, type, denominators, etc.)
- IT platforms
- Structure...
- Tradeoffs...
What IT platform to use?

- **Excel**: see session on COIN Tool
  - “WYSIWYG”: offers quick assessment of data quality profile; likely to share results (graphs); available everywhere
  - easy to lose track of manipulations – make sure to use functions & keep dynamic links to original data sources

- **Statistical software**, i.e. STATA, Matlab or R (or Excel VBA)
  - Less intuitive, high initial learning cost –
  - Easy to document choices in script languages (i.e., stata .do files)
  - Excel not ideal for some steps (PCA, simulations, etc…)

- **Structuring data**: find layout most suitable for context
  - Downloads can be programmed (see readSDMX for R; getdata of STATA; etc.); bulk download preferable also in Excel
  - Keep track of numerators, denominators, different versions tested
What data to use?

A. Use available data
   • Was it collected for a similar purpose?
   • Was it collected for another purpose but is relevant?

B. Generate new data
   • Run surveys => costs; coverage; replicability
   • Build from microdata => cost (also of replicability)
   • Exploit Big Data (or admin data)
     => If desired indicators or desired granularity not available (cost, replicability)

C. Combine different sources
   • Consider costs (€, time), ease of interpretation (intuitive?)
   • Spell out the desired quality for the indicators to collect!
     • Can distinguish country performance? Missing data acceptable?

*Avoid GI-GO*
Select meaningful indicators

Fit for purpose? Can it distinguish performance?
Choices and trade-offs

- timeliness $\Leftrightarrow$ completeness
- quality $\Leftrightarrow$ breadth of coverage
- Novelty $\Leftrightarrow$ acceptance
- Sophistication $\Leftrightarrow$ intuition

Consider...
- reproducibility
- meaning of indicators at different levels of aggregation

How to compare performance of countries of different size?
- Choice & interpretation of a denominator is not straight forward!
Normalize by Population...?
...or size of the economy (e.g. GDP)?
Updating composite indicators

• Every new edition is an opportunity to refine framework & indicators
  • “Agora model”: changes and refinements help better understand the phenomenon of interest; discovery of new aspects

• Tradeoff between continuity & refinement
  [advocacy & analytical functions]

• For the developer: think of future updates at the start
  • Also in terms of data management
Selecting indicators

✓ Check the quality of available indicators
✓ Discuss strength and weakness of selected indicators
✓ Provide a summary table of key characteristics
  • Coverage (across time & space)
  • Source
  • Type (hard or soft measures; input / process / output?)
✓ Make your choices clear for ALL (including yourself!)
  • What, Why, How...? & What not, why not, how not...?
✓ Make your indicator time-resistant (socio-political context may change!)
✓ Clear documentation is essential
The impact of conceptual and methodological choices can be quantified. 

- How important are underlying assumptions?
- Identify key modelling choices
- Test their impact on the final composite scores and rankings

(Source: Hardeman and Vertesy, 2015)
Assessing

The quality of indicators
The Quality of Composite Indicators

See: Saltelli (2007)
Codified and continuously refined methodology
• The OECD-JRC Handbook (JRC-OECD, 2008)
• Audits – robustness and sensitivity analyses (i.e. Saisana et al, 2011; Paruolo et al, 2013)
Quality profile of [composite] indicators

• Quality = accuracy?
  [closeness of computation to the “exact true values”]

• Quality = fitness for use?
  [depends on user needs, values, priorities]

• Quality assessment frameworks:
  for Official Statistics
  for Composite Indicator Frameworks
1. The UNSD’s National Quality Assurance Framework

- Refers to individual indicators, but relevant also for their combinations...

- Focus both on development process & results

Managing statistical processes
- Assuring methodological soundness
- Assuring cost-effectiveness
- Assuring soundness of implementation
- Managing the respondent burden

Managing statistical outputs
- Assuring relevance
- Assuring accuracy and reliability
- Assuring timeliness and punctuality
- Assuring accessibility and clarity
- Assuring coherence and comparability
- Managing metadata

Figure 1. Quality Dimensions
2. European Statistics Code of Practice

Code of Practice (CoP) & ESS Quality Assurance Framework (QAF)

15 principles focusing on the
- Institutional Environment,
- Statistical Processes,
- Statistical Output [11-15]

11. Relevance: meet the needs of users


13. Timeliness and punctuality: released in a timely and punctual manner

14. Coherence and Comparability: consistent internally, over time and comparable between regions and countries; it is possible to combine and make joint use of related data from different sources.

15. Accessibility and Clarity: presented in a clear and understandable form, released in a suitable and convenient manner, available and accessible on an impartial basis with supporting metadata and guidance.

3. The “Gisselquist framework”

A framework of 10 questions to guide the development and evaluation of composite indexes (Developed for governance indicators)

Focuses on:
• Concept, definition, operationalization
• + Data + Quality of methodology

Critical Questions:
1. What precisely does it aim to measure?
2. Content validity: does the operational definition capture the concept?
3. How good (reliable, valid and complete) are the data used?
4. Is the measure (including all of its sub-components) transparent and replicable?
5. How sensitive and robust is the measure to different data and design choices?
6. Does the measure allow the analyst to address key questions of interest?

Less Critical Questions:
7. Does the measure fully capture [the concept of interest] in all its complexity? [descriptive compl.]
8. Does the measure behave as theory predicts? [theoretical fit]
9. How precise are index values and are confidence intervals specified? [precision of estimates]
10. Is the weighting ‘correct’?

(Gisselquist, 2014)
Quality of Composite Indicators

• Fitness for purpose
• Statistical & conceptual – technical and normative aspects hard to separate
• Assessment frameworks help analyze developers’ choices made with respect to:
  • the concept;
  • the operationalization process;
  • accounting for information loss
...and thus help interpret results

=> audit of composite indicators and frameworks
Indicators for Policy: The normative aspect

- Quantification (modelling) involves making **normative choices** about...

- Normative choices affect:
  - the concept;
  - the operationalization;
  - accounting for information loss

⇒ Composite and stand-alone indicators are alike
Goodhart’s Law

When a measure becomes the target, it ceases to be a good measure…
The power of numbers

Case of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)

“While quantification is the key strength of global goals, it also involves simplification, reification and abstraction, which have far-reaching implications for redefining priorities.”

Setting MDG goals/targets influenced policy priorities and had normative effects on development discourses;

All MDG goals/targets “led to unintended consequences in diverting attention from other important objectives and reshaping development thinking”

(Fukuda-Parr, S., Yamin, A.E., Greenstein, J., 2014)
Indicators are shaped by policy needs & discourse
Indicators, in turn, influence policy discourse

Indicators are embedded in a socio-political context
• Indicators & indicator frameworks are **value laden**; reflect policy discourse (Godin, 2002)

• Indicator developers & users should be aware of the consequences:

  • The “agora model” (Barré, 2001, 2010): indicators are debating devices – it’s the process that matters!

  • Be an “Honest broker” (Pielke, 2007)
Be an honest broker with Composite Indicators

Use available tools to **increase robustness and credibility**:

1. **Transparency** — detailed description of methodology, data sources, assumptions
2. **Statistical soundness** — analysis of correlations, data structure, effects of weights, etc.
3. **Uncertainty and sensitivity analysis** — check effect of alternative but plausible assumptions. Honestly acknowledge uncertainty.
Welcome to email us at: daniel.vertesy@ec.europa.eu
jrc-coin@ec.europa.eu

**COIN in the EU Science Hub**

**COIN tools are available at:**
https://composite-indicators.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
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